INSTALLING CHAIN/SPROCKETS ON ABRASIVE
RECOVERY ELEVATOR
Tools needed:
3/8” Wrench
1/2” Wrench
Hammer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(2) 9/16” Wrenches
Flat blade screwdriver
Phillips screwdriver

1/8” & 5/32” Hex wrench
Measuring tape
Gear puller

Unplug machine
Remove cleanout door on bottom of elevator
Remove covers on elevator.
Loosen belt or chain
Remove old chain by taking apart masterlink in chain.
Loosen set screws and remove bolts from one of the bearings on top shaft of elevator (see figure
1)

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

7. Remove the bearing
8. Loosen the set screws on the other bearing and tap shaft back to give clearance to remove sliding
plate. (see figure 2)
9. Remove adjustment bolt and slide plate out
10. Slide shaft and sprocket out and take to workbench to remove
Remove the sprocket. (You may need a gear puller for this step if it does not want to slide.)
11. Replace with the new sprocket. Top sprocket should have 22 teeth as of 1/1/2016. We used 17
tooth sprockets on the top before 2016. (measure to center of sprocket teeth to make sure teeth are
centered in housing) (see figure 3)
12. Reassemble the top assembly. Leave the adjustment bolt loose at the maximum position.
13. Remove entire bearing bottom plate by removing the (4) 10-32 bolts at each corner (see figure 4)
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14. Loosen the set screws on bearing (Remove bolt from the end of shaft if equipped.)
15. Tap the bearing and plate off the end of the shaft.
16. Loosen the set screws on the sprocket and pull off the shaft. (You may need a gear puller for this
step if it does not want to slide.)
17. Install the sprocket so sprocket teeth are centered in housing. The center of the teeth should be 3”
from the front and back of housing. Tighten both set screws on sprocket (see figure 5)
18. Re-install cover and bearing. Tighten set screw on bearing.
19. Feed chain with buckets over the top sprocket and pull up and around the bottom sprocket make
sure chain remains engaged on top sprocket
20. Install masterlink if possible. If chain is short, add links until masterlink will fit. If chain it too
long use chain breaker to shorten it.
21. After chain is installed tighten adjustment bolts equally to take slack out of chain so buckets no
longer touch elevator housing. You will need to compress the springs almost all the way but make
certain space is left between coils on springs. (see figure 6)
22. Make certain the top slider adjustment is centered within +/- 1” in the guides. If not adjust chain
by adding or removing links. (see figure 7)
23. If buckets are clear from obstacles, turn on power and watch for clearances.
24. Replace all covers and the bottom cleanout door. Run system
Note: The chain will smooth out once it is broken in. In the first few hours it may jump and run rough
until it is broken in.
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